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Let C be a hyperelliptic curve of genus 3, with potentially good reduction at all
primes not dividing 3, defined over a number field K. A function defined on the
Jacobian J of C will be constructed which, when evaluated at the 3-torsion points
J[3] of J, will give S-units in K(J[3]); at most, the set S will consist of primes
dividing 3.  1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Much progress has been made in recent years in the study of special
units in number fields generated by the torsion points of abelian varieties.
In the case of elliptic curves, such units have played a major role in modern
arithmetic algebraic geometry [CW, Ro, Ru1, Ru2, St]. As a result, there
has been increasing interest in generalizing the construction of these units
to higher-dimensional varieties, and in particular there has been important
progress in constructing units and S-units associated to curves of genus 2
[BB, Bo, G1, G2].
We look at hyperelliptic curves of genus 3 defined over a number field
K. The Jacobian J of such a curve is an abelian variety of dimension 3. We
construct a function that, when evaluated at non-trivial 3-torsion points of
J, has values which are S-units in the number field obtained by adjoining
the 3-torsion of J to K, where S consists of at most primes dividing 3. We
must assume our curve has potentially good reduction at all primes except
perhaps at primes dividing 3. The difficulty at 3 comes from the collapsing
of the 3-torsion [La, p. 44]; in genus two, the analogous problem was
handled using results about the formal group associated to the Jacobian
[G2], but in our case the formal group structure is not well understood.
Let C be a hyperelliptic curve of genus 3 defined over a perfect field k,
with Jacobian J. We assume that we can find (by extending k if necessary)
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a k-rational Weierstrass point  on C. Thus we know that C has a
Weierstrass model of the form
C : y2+q(x) y= p(x), (1)
where p, q # k(X), deg q3, and deg p=7; x has a pole of order 2 at 
and y has a pole of order 7 at  [Lo, Prop. 1.2]. We see by looking at
this model that P=(x, y) [ P =(x, &y&q(x)) is an involution on C. We
identify the Jacobian J with divisors of degree 0 of C modulo divisors
of functions in the function field of C, usually denoted Pic0(C)=
Div0(C)P(C) [Mi2, Theorem 1.1], and denote equivalence modulo P(C)
by t . Because of the birationality of C (3) and J, where C (3)=S3"C3 is the
3-fold symmetric product of C [Mi2, Thm. 5.1], the function field of J,
denoted k(J), is isomorphic to the function field of C (3), and thus functions
on J can be written as symmetric functions on 3 points of C. The theta
divisor 3 of J is the image of C_C embedded in J, with the k-rational
Weierstrass point  as the basepoint. By the Abel-Jacobi theorem [Mi2,
p. 173], points u # J&3 can be represented uniquely as u=P1+P2+
P3&3 with Pi=(xi , yi) # C, and points on 3 can be written as P1+
P2&2 with Pi # C.
Let D and D& be the determinants
D= }
y1 x41 x
3
1 x
2
1 x1 1
} , D&= }
y1 x41 x
3
1 x
2
1 x1 1
} ,
y2 x42 x
3
2 x
2
2 x2 1 y2 x
4
2 x
3
2 x
2
2 x2 1
y3 x43 x
3
3 x
2
3 x3 1 y3 x
4
3 x
3
3 x
2
3 x3 1
y4 x44 x
3
4 x
2
4 x4 1 &y4&q(x4) x
4
4 x
3
4 x
2
4 x4 1
y5 x45 x
3
5 x
2
5 x5 1 &y5&q(x5) x
4
5 x
3
5 x
2
5 x5 1
y6 x46 x
3
6 x
2
6 x6 1 &y6&q(x6) x
4
6 x
3
6 x
2
6 x6 1
and let
$=(x1&x2)2 (x1&x3)2 (x2&x3)2 (x4&x5)2 (x4&x6)2
} (x5&x6)2 ‘
4l6
1k3
(xk&xl).
Let 2 be the discriminant of C defined by
2=212 Disc( p(x)+q(x)24),
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where Disc( p(x)+q(x)24) is the usual discriminant of a polynomial. The
power of 2 in the formula is included in order to detect singularities in
characteristic 2 [Lo, Def. 1.6Def. 1.8].
Let u, v # J&3 be represented by u=P1+P2+P3&3, v=P4+P5+
P6&3, Pi=(xi , yi) # C. We define a rational function H(u, v) on J_J by
H(u, v)=
DD&
$
, (2)
and then we let ! be the function on J_J given by
!(u, v)=
H7
2
. (3)
One can check that H and ! are symmetric in xi , yi for i=1, 2, 3 and for
i=4, 5, 6, so that indeed they are functions in k(J_J).
Theorem 1. Let C be a hyperelliptic curve of genus 3, with potentially
good reduction at all primes not dividing 3, defined over a number field K.
Let J be the Jacobian of C and let J[3] be the 3-torsion points of J. For all
nonzero u, v # J[3], where u{\v, !(u, v) is an S-unit in K(J[3]), with S
consisting of at most primes dividing 3.
The construction of the function H arises quite naturally. There is a
classical analytically-defined function on J_J when C is defined over the
complex numbers, consisting of 3-dimensional theta functions (of a par-
ticular characteristic $), given by
A(u, v)=
[$](u+v) [$](u&v)
[$]2 (u) [$]2 (v)
[Mu2, Chap. II]. Since the theta function with this special characteristic
vanishes only along 3, and does so to order 1, we can determine the
divisor of A, denoted (A). First notice that A has a zero of order 1 exactly
when either u+v # 3 or u&v # 3, and has a pole of order 2 exactly when
either u # 3 or v # 3. Consider the sum map s(u, v)=u+v, the difference
map d(u, v)=u&v, and the projections p1(u, v)=u, p2(u, v)=v; these are
all morphisms on J_J  J. If we let f *D be the pullback of a divisor D
associated to a morphism f, then
(A)=s*3+d*3&2p1*3&2p2*3,
and for a fixed v  3, so that Av(u)=A(u, v) # k(J),
(Av)=3v+3&v&23,
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where 3v=3+v is the translate of the theta divisor by v. We try to find
an analogous function, defined over any field k (so it must be defined
algebraically), with this same divisor. We show (Lemma 2) that 3 contains
no non-zero 3-torsion points, and any translate 3v of 3, for v # J[3], con-
tains no 3-torsion except v itself. Thus we construct a function H, defined
as in (2), which, when restricted to certain fixed v # J[3], has components
of its divisor consisting only of 3 and 3\v . This means Hv(u)=H(u, v) is
non-zero and finite at 3-torsion points u. Recall that 3-torsion points
remain distinct and non-zero when reduced modulo ^ for any ^ not divid-
ing 3. In particular, if our definitions of C and H were valid over fields with
arbitrary characteristic, we could complete the number field K, and H
would be a unit in K ^ for all ^ not dividing 3. It turns out that if we define
! as in (3), then ! is invariant under model changes, and for u, v non-zero
and distinct 3-torsion points, !(u, v) is an S-unit for S consisting only of
primes dividing 3.
We motivate the construction of H using the addition law on J (Proposi-
tion 3); the majority of this paper is devoted to proving that H has the
same divisor as A. In particular, though not included in this paper, we used
a result of H. F. Baker [Ba] which gave a method of calculating an
algebraic form of A when k=C. He showed that A can be written as a
polynomial in genus 3 functions analogous to the genus 1 Weierstrass
^-function. We explicitly calculated these analogues, and then the polyno-
mial, using Mathematica, and again using Mathematica found that H and
A are precisely the same function over k when char k{2 [A, Prop. 5.3.2].
Next, we prove an algebraic analogue of an analytic theorem giving us
the divisor of functions on J of the form (x1&r)(x2&r)(x3&r) (Proposi-
tion 4). We restrict H to the function Hv on J by fixing v in an open dense
subset of J, and use the above divisor to show that the only possible poles
of Hv are along 3 (Lemma 5), whence we again use Proposition 4 and the
Theorem of the Square to prove that the divisor of Hv is the same as that
of Av (Proposition 6). Then Theorem 7 gives us the divisor of H. Finally,
in Section 2 we define ! and show it is invariant under the necessary model
changes, and we prove Theorem 1.
This work is part of my Ph.D. thesis written at the University of
Colorado. I thank my advisor, David Grant, for his encouragement,
guidance and assistance. I also thank the referee for making a substantial
contribution to this paper.
1. FINDING OUR DIVISOR
Throughout this section we assume k is a perfect field. The first two
results motivate the construction of the function Hv , and the rest of the
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section is devoted to finding the divisor of Hv for v in an open subset of
J, from which we find the divisor of H.
Lemma 2. Let C be a hyperelliptic curve of genus 3 defined over a per-
fect field k, with Jacobian J and theta divisor 3. Let v # J[3] be fixed. Then
(1) J[3] & 3=[O] (the origin of J),
(2) J[3] & 3v=[v], and
(3) J[3] & 3&v=[&v].
Proof. Let C have a Weierstrass model as in (1). Let u # J[3] & 3, and
given a divisor D on C, let L(D) be the vector space of functions f on C
such that ( f )&D. Then u=P+Q&2 for some P, Q # C, and
3P+3Q&6tO in J, implying that there exists g # k(J) such that the
divisor of g is given by (g)=3P+3Q&6. Hence g # L(6), which by
the RiemannRoch theorem has dimension 4, and since ord x=&2, has
1, x, x2, x3 as a basis. In other words, g is at most a cubic in x. Write
g= ‘
n
i=1
(x&:i) n3, :i # k ,
where k is some algebraic closure of k. Let Pi=(:i , ;i) # C, i=1, ..., n for
some ;i # k . Then P i=(:i , &;i&q(:i)) is also a zero of g for each i. Thus
(g)= :
n
i=1
(Pi+P i)&2n=3P+3Q&6.
By using this equality and carefully considering cases, we see that (reindex-
ing if necessary) P1=P2=P3 , implying their involutions are also equal,
hence P =Q, and utO.
To prove (2), we put u # J[3], u # 3v . Then u&v # 3 so that by (1)
u&vtO. Therefore utv. The proof of (3) is analogous to that of (2). K
Let u=P1+P2+P3&3, v=P4+P5+P6&3 # J, and suppose
neither u nor v is on 3. This last condition implies that Pi { for any i,
and Pi {P j for any i{j where 1i, j3 or 4i, j6. We use the addi-
tion law on J to put
u+v=P1+P2+P3+P4+P5+P6&6=P 7+P 8+P 9&3,
for some P7 , P8 , P9 # C. We use the involutions of P7 , P8 , P9 for nota-
tional convenience. Since P+P t2,
P1+P2+P3+P4+P5+P6+P7+P8+P9&9tO # J.
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In other words, there exists a function g # k(J) with divisor
(g)=P1+P2+P3+P4+P5+P6+P7+P8+P9&9.
Proposition 3. Let C be a hyperelliptic curve of genus 3 defined over a
perfect field k, with Jacobian J and theta divisor 3. Let u, v be represented
by the Pi , i=1, ..., 6 as above, with Pi=(xi , yi), and where Pi {Pj , Pi {P j
for any i{j. Then
u+v # 3  D := }
y1 x41 x
3
1 x
2
1 x1 1
}=0,
y2 x42 x
3
2 x
2
2 x2 1
y3 x43 x
3
3 x
2
3 x3 1
y4 x44 x
3
4 x
2
4 x4 1
y5 x45 x
3
5 x
2
5 x5 1
y6 x46 x
3
6 x
2
6 x6 1
and
u&v # 3  D := }
y1 x41 x
3
1 x
2
1 x1 1
}=0.
y2 x42 x
3
2 x
2
2 x2 1
y3 x43 x
3
3 x
2
3 x3 1
&y4&q(x4) x44 x
3
4 x
2
4 x4 1
&y5&q(x5) x45 x
3
5 x
2
5 x5 1
&y6&q(x6) x46 x
3
6 x
2
6 x6 1
Proof. Suppose u+v # 3. Then by reindexing if necessary, and allowing
P8 and perhaps even P7 to be , we can write u+v=P 7+P 8&2. Thus
there exists g # k(J) with
(g)=P1+P2+P3+P4+P5+P6+P7+P8&8,
and hence g # L(8). By the RiemannRoch theorem, the dimension of
L(8) is 6, so given that ord(x)=&2 and ord( y)=&7, we deduce
that L(8) has a basis [1, x, x2, x3, x4, y] and we can put
g=:y+#4x4+#3x3+#2x2+#1x+#0
for some :, #i # k. This gives us the relation :yi+#4x4i + } } } +#1 xi+#0=0
for i=1, ..., 6. We cannot have :, #i all zero, because Pi { for i=1, ..., 6
implies g is not identically zero. Thus the determinant D=0.
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Conversely, suppose D=0. Then there exists a dependence relation
g=:yi+#4x4i + } } } +#1 xi+#0=0,
for i=1, ..., 6, some :, #j # k. By the structure of g, we see that g # L(8),
which implies that there exist some P7 , P8 # C such that (g)=P1+P2+
P3+P4+P5+P6+P7+P8&8. This gives us u+v=P 7+P 8&2 # 3.
Since &v=P 4+P 5+P 6&3, we can substitute &v for v and (x, &y,
&q(x)) for (x, y) in the above proof. Then we immediately get that
u&v # 3 if and only if D&=0. K
We can see that the product DD& is symmetric in Pi , for 1i3,
and for 4i6, by swapping the rows of the determinants. Hence
DD& # k(J_J). For a fixed v # J&3 and u with certain restrictions, DD&,
which is now in k(J), vanishes when u # 3v and when u # 3&v by Proposi-
tion 3. The only possible poles of DD& are along 3 (when P3=, for
example). So this function is almost the one we need. However, the
hypotheses of Proposition 3 keep DD& from vanishing in the trivial cases
when some of the rows are equal. We must deal with those cases. We define
a function $ # k(J_J), given by
$=(x1&x2)2 (x1&x3)2 (x2&x3)2 (x4&x5)2 (x4&x6)2
} (x5&x6)2 ‘
4l6
1k3
(xk&xl),
which is an attempt to cancel the trivial zeros of DD&. Now we define H
as in (2) by H(u, v)=DD&$, and we try to find its divisor.
The following proposition is an algebraic generalization of an analytic
result [Mu2, Theorem 5.3(3)]. We use this result several times; by the
definition below Ur is an elementary symmetric function in x1&r, x2&r
and x3&r, and hence its divisor contains information about certain func-
tions on J.
Proposition 4. Let C be a hyperelliptic curve of genus 3 defined over a
perfect field k, with Jacobian J and theta divisor 3, where C has a
Weierstrass model as in (1). Let {P=(r, s) # C, and let 3P be the trans-
late of 3 by P&. Given a point w=P1+P2+P3&3 # J with
Pi=(xi , yi), define Ur(w)=(x1&r)(x2&r)(x3&r) # k(J). Then the divisor
of Ur is given by
(Ur)=3P+3P &23.
Proof. If w  3, Ur(w)=0 if and only if xi=r for some i. This is equiv-
alent to saying w&(P&) # 3 or w&(P &) # 3, so w # 3P or w # 3P ,
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and hence the zeros of Ur in J&3 are contained in 3P _ 3P . Since 3P and
3P are irreducible, the divisor of zeros of Ur is k3P+k$3P +l3 for some
k, k$, l # Z. However, the only possible poles of Ur lie along 3, and there
could not be a zero along 3 of order high enough to cancel the pole or else
Ur would be constant. The function Ur is symmetric under P [ P , implying
that k=k$. Hence we have (Ur)=k3P+k3P &l3 for some non-negative
integers k and l.
We shall show that l=2. Consider the morphisms
C2 w C3 w? C (3) w. J, (4)
where ? is the symmetric morphism associated with the symmetric product
C (3) [Mi2, Prop. 3.1], and . is the birational map (P, Q, R) [ P+Q+
R&3. Let M1 , M2 , M3 be the images of C2 in C3 under (P, Q) [
(, P, Q), (P, Q) [ (P, , Q), and (P, Q) [ (P, Q, ) respectively, and
let N1 , N2 , N3 be the images under (P, Q) [ (P, Q, Q ), (P, Q) [
(Q, P, Q ), and (P, Q) [ (Q, Q , P) respectively. Now let M=?(Mi),
N=?(Ni), i=1, 2, 3 be the symmetric images of the Mi and Ni and let e(C)
be an embedding of C into J given by R [ R&. We see that . induces
an isomorphism of the open sets C (3)&N and J&e(C), and since .(M),
.(N)3, we get an isomorphism of the subsets M&N and 3&e(C).
Hence .*(3)=M+nN for some n>0. And since [k(C3) : k(C (3))]=6
and [k(Mi) : k(M)]=[k(Ni) : k(N)]=2 for i=1, 2, 3, ?*(M)=M1+
M2+M3 [I, Lemma 2.26]. We pull 3 back to C3 so that since Ur has a
pole only along 3, and since ord(x)=&2 and xi has a pole along Mi ,
i=1, 2, 3, we must have that the order of the pole along 3 of Ur is 2.
By the Theorem of the Square [Mi1, p. 112], P+P t2 implies
3P+3P t3P+P +3t23. Therefore there exists a g # k(J) such that
(g)=3P+3P &23 and (Urg)=(k&1)(3P+3P ). Thus we must have
k=1, since no non-zero functions have only zeros or only poles, giving us
(g)=(Ur) as was to be shown. K
Consider the following composition of morphisms
C_C ww(e_e) J_J ww[2]_i J_J ws J
(P, Q) [ (P&, Q&) [ (2P&2, Q&) [ 2P+Q&3,
where e is an embedding of C into J, [2] is multiplication by 2 on J and
i is the identity map, and where s is the sum morphism of J. Since it is a
composition of morphisms, this map from C_C to J is a morphism. Define
E to be the image of C_C in J under this composition; since C_C is a
2-dimensional irreducible variety, E is a variety, and is irreducible, and has
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dimension at most 2. But E contains infinitely many distinct irreducible
curves, thus the dimension of E is at least 2, and hence E is a divisor
on J.
Lemma 5. Define U to be the open set in J given by U=
J&(3 _ ( _ 3W&) _ E _ J[2]) where the W range over the Weierstrass
points of C, E is the divisor defined above, and J[2] is the set of 2-torsion
points of J. We let v # U be fixed so that for H defined as in (2), Hv=
DD&$ # k(J). Then Hv has poles only along 3.
Proof. We let u, v be given by u=P1+P2+P3&3, and v=P4+
P5+P6&3, where Pi=(xi , yi). Since v is fixed, x4 , x5 and x6 in $, D,
and D& are fixed, and we consider Hv(u) # k(J). Recall that
$=(x1&x2)2 (x1&x3)2 (x2&x3)2 (x4&x5)2 (x4&x6)2
} (x5&x6)2 ‘
4l6
1k3
(xk&xl).
Let 6=>1k3, 4l6 (xk&xl) be the product of the linear factors of $,
and notice that we can reorder the factors and get 6=Ux4 Ux5 Ux6 where
the Uxi are defined as in Proposition 4. Then by Proposition 4
(6)=3P4+3P 4+3P5+3P 5+3P6+3P 6&63.
Notice that our restriction of the point v ensures that [3Pj , 3P j], 4 j6
are all distinct irreducible divisors. Furthermore this restriction guarantees
that the factor (x4&x5)2 (x4&x6)2 (x5&x6)2 is non-zero.
Now consider the product +=(x1&x2)2 (x1&x3)2 (x2&x3)2. We see
that + vanishes only along the points of E, since if Pi=P j for any
1i{j4, then indeed xi=xj , but in this case u # 3 and + has a pole
there. We want to determine the order of this zero.
First we show that for P defined below, + is irreducible in the local
ring O3P&3 when char k{2, and + is the square of an irreducible
when char k=2. Let P=(r, s) # C. Let _1=(x1&r)+(x2&r)+(x3&r),
_2 = (x1 & r)(x2 & r) + (x1 & r)(x3 & r) + (x2 & r)(x3 & r), and _3 =
(x1&r)(x2&r)(x3&r) be the elementary symmetric functions on xi&r,
i=1, 2, 3. Then a calculation shows that
+=_22 _
2
1&4_
2
2&4_3 _
3
1+18_3_2_1&27_
2
3 .
First consider the case where char k{2. Since homogeneous polynomials
must have homogeneous factors, where we are thinking of + as a polyno-
mial in the xi of degree 6, the only possible non-trivial factors of + are
homogeneous of degree 1, 2, or 3. Moreover, any factor of + in O3P&3
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must be symmetric in the xi and thus a polynomial in _i , which has degree
i in the xi . Hence the only possible linear factor is a factor of the form a_1 ,
for a # k, but this does not divide + in any characteristic and therefore we
have no linear factor. Quadratic factors would have the form a_2+b_21 for
a, b # k. Then +=(a_2+b_21) +$=a_2+$+b_
2
1+$ for some +$. If char k{3,
the term 27_23 cannot come from this product. If char k=3, then since +
has a term 4_3 _31 , +$ must contain a term (4b) _1_3 , but then + would
contain a term 4(ab) _2 _1 _3 , which is not the case when char k=3 unless
a=0. But if a=0, we could not get the term 4_22 of +. Hence we have no
quadratic factor of +. Lastly we consider cubic factors, which must be
of the form a_3+b_2_1+c_31 , for a, b, c # k. Then a_3+$+b_2 _1+$+
c_31 +$=+, but we have a 4_
2
2 term in + which could not arise from this
product. Thus by checking cases we have shown that + is irreducible in
O3P&3 when char k{2. Suppose char k=2. Then +=_22_
2
1+_
2
3=
(_2_1+_3)2, so + is the square of an irreducible function in O3P&3 .
Now we get the order vanishing of + along E. When char k{2, since the
divisor E is irreducible, and the irreducible function + vanishes along E,
and 3P&3 # E, + is a local equation of E near 3P&3 [Sh, Chap. II,
Section 3, proof of Th. 1]. Thus the order of the zero along E of + is 1.
When char k=2, the irreducible factors of + are local equations of E, so
that + has a zero of order 2 along E.
We claim that in each case above the zero of + along E is cancelled by
the zeros of the numerator DD& of Hv . When char k{2, DD& # k(J), and
DD& has a zero along E of at least order 1, so that the zero along E of
order 1 of $ is cancelled. If char k=2, then both D and D& are symmetric
in x1 , x2 , x3 , since changing the sign of D or D& in characteristic 2 has no
effect on either of them, and therefore D and D& are each functions on J.
They both vanish along E, so there is a zero along E of at least order 2 in
the numerator of Hv , cancelling the zero of order 2 of $ along E.
It remains to be shown that the zeros in 6 are cancelled by the
numerator of H as well. But just as above, along 3Pi or 3P i for 4i6,
either or both D and D& will be zero. Therefore DD& will have a zero of
at least order 1 along 3Pi , for 4i6, cancelling the zeros in 6. The
result of the above computations tells us that the divisor of zeros of $ is
given by
($)0= :
6
i=4
(3Pi+3P i)+nE, (5)
where n=1 when char k{2 and n=2 when char k=2. We point out that
if v  U but v # J&3, then the order of some of the zeros of $ might be
higher, but no new irreducible divisors would be added to the divisor of
zeros above. We have shown that the only poles of Hv , for v # U, must
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come from the numerator DD&. But we can see that the only poles of
DD& are along 3. Thus for v # U, the only poles Hv can possibly have are
along 3. K
We now determine the divisor of Hv for any v # U.
Proposition 6. Let U and Hv be defined as in Lemma 5. Then the
divisor of Hv is given by
(Hv)=3v+3&v&23
for any v # U.
Proof. First we calculate the order of the pole of Hv along 3. Let v # U.
By Proposition 4, U0=x1 x2 x3 has a pole of order 2 along 3. By Lemma 5,
Hv has poles only along 3. Therefore it will suffice for us to show that
Hv (x1x2x3) has neither poles nor zeros along 3.
Consider the morphisms and sets defined in (4). Let \=. b ? be the
composite morphism. To prove a function on J is non-zero and finite along
3 we need only to prove the pullback of the function on C 3 is non-zero
and finite on M i , i=1, 2, 3. Along 3, DD
& is not identically zero, since if
it were, the pole of $ along 3 would imply that Hv would have a zero along
3, which is not true by Lemma 5. Hence there exists an open set U$J
such that D{0 on the non-empty intersection U$ & 3. Thus \*(D){0
along the open set V=\&1(U$) & [(, P, Q) # M 1 | P, Q{, P{Q, and
the x-coordinates of P, Q{0]. Along the open set above, D has a pole of
order 8 since ord(x1)=&2, ord( y1)=&7, and therefore Dx41 is non-
zero and finite on V. Similarly for D&x41 . Thus both of these functions are
finite and non-zero in V. Now consider
$
x71
=\1&x2x1+
2
\1&x3x1+
2
(x2&x3)2 ‘
6
j=4 \\1&
xj
x1+ (x2&xj)(x3&xj)+ .
} (terms only involving x4 , x5 , x6).
This quotient is also finite and non-zero on the open V. Therefore
Hv
t
:=
DD&x81
$x71
is non-zero and finite on 3. But Hv= Hv
t
x1 , so Hv(x1x2x3)= Hv
t
(x2 x3)
is non-zero and finite on 3 as well. The same argument holds for x2 and
x3 , and hence the pole of Hv along 3 has order 2.
We know by Lemma 5 that Hv has no other poles. Since v  3, Proposi-
tion 3 tells us that Hv has zeros along 3v and 3&v of some order. These
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zeros are not cancelled by zeros in the denominator by (5) in the proof of
Lemma 5. There could be other zeros of Hv , but we can say that
(Hv)= :
j
i=1
Di+l3v+m3&v&23,
where l, m>0 and where Di are effective irreducible divisors. As in the
proof of Proposition 4, since v+(&v)=O, by the Theorem of the Square
there exists a function g # k(J) with (g)=3v+3&v&23. Then
\Hvg += :
j
i=1
Di+(l&1) 3v+(m&1) 3&v ,
indicating the Hvg has no poles. Therefore Hvg has no zeros either,
implying l=m=1 and j=0. Hence
(Hv)=3v+3&v&23
for any v # U. K
Theorem 7. Let C be a hyperelliptic curve of genus 3 defined over a per-
fect field k, with Jacobian J and theta divisor 3. Let H # k(J_J) be defined
as in (2). The divisor of H is given by
(H)=s*3+d*3&2p1*3&2p2*3, (6)
where s, d, p1 and p2 are the sum s(u, v)=u+v, difference d(u, v)=u&v,
and projection p1(u, v)=u, p2(u, v)=v morphisms on J_J  J. Moreover,
Hv is well-defined in k(J) for all v # J&3 and has divisor
(Hv)=3v+3&v&23.
Proof. The divisor (6) is principal (use, for example, [Mu1, p. 58,
Corollary 2]), and we let F # k(J_J) such that (F )=s*3+d*3&
2p1*3&2p2*3. Define Fv # k(J) by Fv(u)=F(u, v) # k(J) for v  3, so that
(Fv)=3v+3&v&23. Then by restricting v to U as in Proposition 6, Hv=
Fv g(v) for some g depending only on v, implying that Hv(u)Fv(u)=
H(u, v)F(u, v)= g(v) also depends only on v. By a symmetric argument
restricting u, HF depends only on u. Thus HF is constant on an open
dense subset of J, and is therefore constant on all of J. Hence H has the
desired divisor. Fixing v # J&3, we see that Hv has the desired divisor as
well. K
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2. MODEL CHANGES
Let Ck be a hyperelliptic curve of genus 3 defined over a perfect field k,
with a k-rational Weierstrass point at . Given this choice of Weierstrass
point, there is a Weierstrass model of C given by
C : y2+q(x) y= p(x), (7)
where deg (q(x))3, deg ( p(x))=7, p, q # k[x]. This model is unique up
to transformations of the form
(x, y) wT (s2x$+r, s7y$+t(x$)), (8)
with s, r # k, s{0, and t # k[x], deg t3, giving a model
C$ : y$2+q$(x$) y$= p$(x$), (9)
where q$, p$ are as q, p above. Then as in [Lo],
q(x) wT s7q$(x$)&2t(x$),
and
p(x) wT s14p$(x$)+t(x$)(q$(x$)+t(x$)).
Now, given such a Ck, let J be the Jacobian of this curve. Given
any u, v # J, we represent them by u=P1+P2+P3&3, and v=P4+
P5+P6&3, Pi=(xi , yi). We denote by u$, v$ the points on the Jacobian
in terms of the model C$, so that in terms of the coordinates on C$, we
have for example u$=P$1+P$2+P$3&3, P$i=(x$i , y$i)=T(Pi).
Let HC be the function defined in (2) with respect to the model C. We
define a function !C on J_J by
!C(u, v)=
HC(u, v)7
2C
=\DCD
&
C
$C +
7
\ 12C+ , (10)
where DC=D, D&C =D
&, $C=$, and 2C=2 are defined as in the Introduc-
tion with respect to C and u, v in the Jacobian of C. As we will see below,
we must take the seventh power of HC to ensure that changing models does
not change the value of !C . Notice that since the model of C depends on the
Weierstrass point chosen, so does 2C [Lo, Remark after Def. 2.5]. And the
definition of ! depends on the model of C; for example, !C$(u$, v$) would be
defined in terms of the coordinates of P$i=(x$i , y$i), i=1, . . .6. However, we
have the following result, which tells us that changing models via the trans-
formation T as in (8) does not affect the value of !.
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Proposition 8. Let C be a hyperelliptic curve of genus 3 defined over a
perfect field k, with a model as in (7), and let J be the Jacobian of C. Let
C$ be the model of C given in (9). Then for any u, v # J, with !C , !C$ as
defined above,
!C(u, v)=!C$(u$, v$).
Proof. By [Lo, Prop 1.10] the value of 2 of both models (7) and (9)
is non-zero, since they are smooth, and furthermore, given the transforma-
tion T as in (8),
2C=s842C$ .
Note that the first 6 terms of $C are squares of differences of xi and the last
9 terms are linear differences of xi . Then (xi&xj) w
T (s2x$i&r)&
(s2x$j&r)=s2(x$i&x$j) yields
$C w
T (s4)6 (s2)9 (x$1&x$2)2 } } } (x$3&x$6)=s42$C$ .
Next, we consider DC and DC$ . Written in terms of the cofactor expan-
sion, since the cofactors are Vandermonde determinants,
DC= :
6
i=1
(&1) i+1 yi ‘
j, k{i
1 j<k6
(xj&xk)
= :
6
i=1
(&1) i+1 (s7y$i+t(x$i)) s20 ‘
j, k{i
1 j<k6
(x$j&x$k)
=s27DC$+s20 :
6
i=1
(&1) i+1 t(x$i) ‘
j, k{i
1 j<k6
(x$j&x$k).
But the last term above is s20 times the determinant of the matrix
T$=\
t(x$1) x1$4 x1$3 x1$2 x$1 1
+ .
t(x$2) x2$4 x2$3 x2$2 x$2 1
t(x$3) x3$4 x3$3 x3$2 x$3 1
t(x$4) x4$4 x4$3 x4$2 x$4 1
t(x$5) x5$4 x5$3 x5$2 x$5 1
t(x$6) x6$4 x6$3 x6$2 x$6 1
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which has value zero since deg (t)3<4. Hence DC=s27DC$ . Similarly,
but more complicatedly, we have
D&C = :
3
i=1
(&1) i+1 yi ‘
j, k{i
1 j<k6
(xj&xk)
+ :
6
i=4
(&1) i+1 (&yi&q(xi)) ‘
j, k{i
1 j<k6
(xj&xk)
=s27 :
3
i=1
(&1) i+1 y$i ‘
j, k{i
1 j<k6
(x$j&x$k)
+s20 :
3
i=1
(&1) i+1 t(x$i) ‘
j, k{i
1 j<k6
(x$j&x$k)
+s27 :
6
i=4
(&1) i+1 (&y$i&q$(x$i)) ‘
j, k{i
1 j<k6
(x$j&x$k)
+s20 :
6
i=4
(&1) i+1 t(x$i) ‘
j, k{i
1 j<k6
(x$j&x$k)
=s27D&C$+s
20 det(T $).
so that as before D&C =s
27D&C$ . Thus
!C(u, v)=\DC D
&
C
$C +
7 1
2C
=\s
54DC$D&C$
s42$C$ +
7 1
s842C$
=!C$(u$, v$),
as was to be shown. K
Lemma 9. Let C be a hyperelliptic curve of genus 3 defined over a per-
fect field k. Fix v # J&3. For !C defined as in (10), we let !vC # k(J) be !C
restricted to this value of v. The divisor of !vC is given by
(!vC)=73v+73&v&143.
Proof. By Theorem 7, we know
(Hv)=\DC D
&
C
$C +=3v+3&v&23.
The discriminant 2C is defined in terms of coefficients of the model of C,
so is a finite constant. Furthermore, 2C=0 if and only if C is not smooth
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[Lo], over any perfect field of definition k. Hence 2C is a finite, non-zero
constant. Therefore the divisor of !vC=H 7vC 2C is as we claimed. K
Definition 10. We say a hyperelliptic curve C of genus g defined over
a field L has good reduction at a prime ^ in the ring of integers OL if the
curve is still hyperelliptic of genus g when it is reduced modulo ^. We
determine this by viewing the curve over the completion of L with respect
to ^, L^ , and its ring of integers OL^ ; C has good reduction at ^ when
the reduction C of C is a hyperelliptic curve of genus g over OL^ ^. We say
that C has potentially good reduction at ^ if there exists a finite extension
M of L^ , over which C has good reduction.
Remark 11. Reduction of general varieties actually has a much more
technical (scheme-theoretic) definition, but this view will suffice for our
purposes.
Remark 12. It turns out that if a hyperelliptic curve has good reduction
at a prime ^, then there exists a Weierstrass model of C in the form (7)
over L^ such that reduction of this model gives the reduced hyperelliptic
curve C [Li, Prop. 2 and Cor. 1].
Proof of Theorem 1. Let C have a model as in (7). Put L=K(J[3])
and let ^ be a prime ideal not dividing 3 in the ring of integers OL of L.
Let L^ be the ^-adic completion of L with respect to ^. L^ is then com-
plete and local, and since C has potentially good reduction at ^, there
exists a finite extension M of L^ and some model CM of C in L^ , where
CM is in the form (9) and has good reduction (Remark 12). Let OM and ?
be the ring of integers and maximal ideal of M. We can find a transforma-
tion T as in (8) defined over M such that
C wT CM .
In terms of points on the Jacobian, we denote
u=P1+P2+P3&3 w
T u$=P$1+P$2+P$3&3.
Let !CM be the function defined in (10) with respect to CM .
By hypothesis, we can reduce CM modulo ? to get a hyperelliptic curve
of genus 3, denoted C , which is defined over the field k=OM?. Let J be
the Jacobian of C . Since ^ does not divide 3, distinct non-zero 3-torsion
points u$ and v$ on the Jacobian of CM remain distinct and non-zero
3-torsion points when reduced module ? [La, Ch. 2, Section 3]. Let
u~ , v~ # J [3]&O denote these reductions, and let !C (u~ , v~ ) be defined as in
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(10) with respect to the curve C . Then if we let !CM(u$, v$) denote the
reduction of !CM (u$, v$) modulo ?,
!C (u~ , v~ )= !CM(u$, v$)
t
To see this, notice that the reduction of H is the function H on J _J
defined in the same way as H on J_J. Hence the reduction modulo ? of
H(u, v) is H (u~ , v~ ) for all (u, v) # J_J with u~ , v~ , u~ \v~  3 . Since the reduc-
tion of 2CM is non-zero, the result follows (or see [Bo, Prop. 1]). Hence,
by fixing v # J&3, we can apply Lemma 9 to C k and get
(!v~ C )=( !v$CM
t
)=73 v~ +73 &v~ &143 .
This means !C (u~ , v~ )= !v$CM
t
(u$) is neither zero nor infinity in k=OM?,
since by Lemma 2,
J [3] & 3 \v~ =[\v~ ]{[u~ ] and J [3] & 3 =[O]{[u~ ].
Hence ? does not divide the numerator or denominator of !CM(u$, v$)
implying that 1!CM(u$, v$) # OM as well, and thus !CM(u$, v$) is a unit at ?.
And since by Proposition 8 !CM(u$, v$)=!C(u, v), !C(u, v) is a unit at ^. K
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